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Abstract 
The site used for this project is a 64-acre plot in West Sayville, Long Island NY. The area 

in West Sayville close to the coast has great potential for varied uses. Using an area within the 

site for a community garden provides a place for locals to get fresh goods in their community 

backyards. The area is presently an unused lot with a greenhouse already on it, and a large 

quantity of space to use, 130,000 sq. ft. This project establishes a community garden that is 

maintained and cared for by a non-profit in the area. Storm water management is implemented in 

the area of the community garden. Management options are sustainable for the environment and 

utilize native plantings. The area is evaluated to see the flooding heights, storm water flooding, 

and the drainage in the area. Indoor greenhouse grows and raised beds will be utilized in this area 

as it will undergo flooding normally. 

This research seeks to answer the above question “How can storm water be managed in a 

community garden, located on an unused plot close to the coast, using sustainable practices for 

energy conservation?”. This is a problem that I believe many people face and could benefit from, 

not only in Long Island, NY, or the United States, but all over the world. There are many 

locations that experience storm water flooding and do not have access to fresh vegetables and 

produce. Being able to research and find a way to establish community gardens that not only are 

sustainable but also encourage community involvement will benefit areas of the world. 
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Keywords  

 
Coastal – of, relating to, bordering on, or located near a coast. 

Community Garden – any piece of land gardened by a group of people, utilizing either 

individual or shared plots on private or public land. The land may produce fruit, vegetables, 

and/or ornamentals. 

Conservation – the act of conserving; prevention of injury, decay, waste, or loss; preservation 

CSA – community-supported agriculture – a system by which people purchase a share from a 

local farm and periodically receive vegetables and other agricultural products throughout the 

farming season. 

Energy – power derived from the utilization of physical or chemical resources, especially to 

provide light and heat or to work machines. 

Farm – land or water devoted to the raising of animals, fish, plants, etc. 

Flooding – the covering or submerging of normally dry land with a large amount of water. 

Fruits – any product of plant growth useful to humans or animals for consumption.  

Native plants – plants indigenous to a given area in geologic time. 

Permeable – to be diffused through; pervade; saturate. 

Rain garden – one of a variety of practices designed to treat polluted stormwater runoff by 

absorbing this water and filtering it.  

Saltwater – a geological term that refers to naturally occurring solutions containing large 

concentrations of dissolved, inorganic ions. 

Stormwater – surface water in abnormal quantity resulting from heavy falls of rain or snow. 

Sustainability – the quality of not being harmful to the environment or depleting natural 

resources, and thereby supporting long-term ecological balance. 
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Vegetables – any plant whose fruit, seeds, roots, tubers, bulbs, stems, leaves, or flower parts are 

used as food. 
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Problem Statement 1.1 

 

How can storm water be managed in a community garden, located on an 

unused plot close to the coast, using sustainable practices for energy 

conservation? 
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Project Typology 1.2 

Landscape 

Landscape Design 

New York 

West Sayville, Long Island 

Coastal Residence 

Coastal Flooding  

Community Garden 

West Sayville Maritime Museum Property 

 

 

Image: 64 Acre plot located in West Sayville, Long Island. Retrieved from Google Earth. 
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The Claim 1.3 

Coastal flooding effects most southern Long Island communities (Costello, 2017). 

In the next 100 years flooding will continually get worse and there is no way of reversing 

it. With the rise of sea levels more communities will need to understand the risks of 

flooding near them and how to mitigate these risks (Costello, 2017). By learning how to 

manage storm water in a community garden, fresh goods will be able to be produced for 

years to come.  

Flooding can lead to destruction of crops, destruction of property, money loss, poor 

soil conditions, destruction of natural habitats and much more. People can lose their 

livelihoods due to flooding; it is a serious issue. If someone relies on their garden to 

supplement their food needs, flooding could also wipe that out. By having a community 

garden that can mitigate storm water and prevent this from happening, people have a safe 

place to grow their crops without worry of losing what they have spent the time to 

produce. 

A community garden can also grow community ties. Gardens help bring people 

together as a working force that helps each other out and learns together. They educate 

people on the need for fresh goods and the importance of growing your own food. Not 

only will people learn that these vegetables and fruits they eat do not just come from the 

store but that they come from the ground and they are able to grow them themselves. A 

happy and close-knit community is a community that will thrive in the future.  
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Project Justification 1.5 

  From having personal experience in growing fresh produce I understand how hard 

it can be to lose a crop. There are already several different things one needs to address 

when growing food including pests, drought, animals and disease. Adding stormwater 

flooding to the mix creates a whole new problem to face. I feel it is necessary for people to 

learn how to manage storm water in their gardens and be able to set up a place for 

residents to get fresh goods essentially in their backyards.  

  Not only is growing fresh produce important but the practices one follows are as 

well. Following sustainable practices for energy conservation will benefit people and the 

environment in the future. I feel it is necessary to start following these practices now with 

the world changes of rising sea levels and stronger storms. Global warming, depletion of 

natural resources and rising water levels are all problems that people need to face one day. 

By creating sustainable practices for energy conservation, we can meet the needs of 

today’s generation without hindering the future generations ability to meet their needs.  

  Thinking ahead can be beneficial and its always a good idea to think about your 

future. By educating people on the uses of community gardens and sustainable practices 

we can ensure that future generations will have more tools necessary to live in severe 

weather events. Additionally, I personally believe people should be looking into more 

alternative energy sources and different ways to conserve the little energy we have now. 

With depleting resources sustainable practices will become increasingly important.  
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Narrative of Design Research 2.1 

 Every year West Sayville has a 67% chance of having a flood over six feet (“See your 

local sea level and coastal flood risk”, n.d.). Each year that percentage keeps rising and will not 

change. Due to climate change sea levels are rising and storms are becoming stronger. For that 

reason, coastal communities are undertaking more risk of increased flood days in a year and 

more destruction from floods per year. At least 110 people live in this flood zone in West 

Sayville (“See your local sea level and coastal flood risk”, n.d.). There were nine floods above 

six feet in 2018 alone and by 2080 the percentage chance of having a flood over six feet per year 

raises to 100% (“See your local sea level and coastal flood risk”, n.d.). This means that anyone 

who has a personal garden will lose their crops at least once a year.  

 By creating a community garden that mitigates storm water and uses sustainable practices 

for energy conservation we can create a safe place for these community members to grow. 

Educating the community on these practices has the potential to spill over to other community 

gardens along the coast and maybe even personal gardens that suffer the same fate. By utilizing 

rain gardens and native plantings for protection against flooding this project explores creating a 

barrier system around the community garden that acts as a guardian wall. The community garden 

will be able to withstand storms and undergo flooding without being destroyed. Increased 

knowledge on stormwater management in a community garden is an important aspect to be 

added to the field. Hoping to change the way people construct their community gardens all 

together, there are other positive implications from following these practices besides stormwater 

mitigation. Promotion of native plantings being one of them. By creating stormwater resistant 

community gardens there could potentially be a change in the community garden culture and the 

use of sustainable practices for energy conservation.  
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User/Client Description 2.2 

User/Client  Description  Site Acted upon  How will it impact  

Surrounding 

Homeowners  

The local residents and 

surrounding 

homeowners located 

near the community 
garden.  
  

  

  

Private local homes  The community garden 

will be adding a place 

for these local residents 

to obtain fresh produce. 
It will also provide a 

place for people that 

want to become a part 

of the CSA to grow 

their own crops.  
  

Contractors The people who will 

oversee building the site 

and making sure it is set 

up to specific written 

specifications.   

Community Garden  The contractors for the 
project must adhere to 

specific written 

specifications for all 

buildings on the site and 

anything that is 

involved with 

constructing the 

community garden. The 

contractors are hired 

through a bid process 

where they can place a 

bid on the project and 

use sustainable 

practices. 
  

West Sayville city 

planners  

The government 

officials in charge of 

city planning for West 

Sayville.  

Community 

Garden/West Sayville 

property  

The city planners need 

to be consulted on 

different planning 

techniques used in the 

past and what building 

codes and permits need 

to be followed.   
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Children  All children that visit 

the community garden 

for varied purposes.   

Community 

Garden/West Sayville  

The community garden 

should provide a place 

for children to become 

educated on the need for 

fresh produce, how to 

grow produce, and how 

to follow sustainable 

practices for energy 

conservation.    

Boaters People that frequent the 

Long Island Maritime 

Museum or use the dock 

slips that are available at 

the museum.  

Maritime Museum Boaters will have direct 

access to the 

community garden 

when using their boats. 

A perfect opportunity to 

grab fresh goods before 

going out on the water.  

Golfers People that are members 

of the country club or 

frequent the golf course 

to play.  

West Sayville gold 

course 

Golfers or anyone that 

frequents the country 

club will have direct 

access to the 

community garden. 

Provisions will be set up 

to stop golf balls from 

being hit anywhere near 

the community garden. 

Non-for-Profit Group The people that will 

oversee maintaining the 

community garden.  

Community 

Garden/West Sayville 

Efforts are put into 

obtaining a work force 

from a non-for-profit 

group that maintains the 

grounds and will run the 

market.  

CSA Community Supported 

Agriculture. People that 

buy in the community 

garden for a plot to 

grow their own crops.  

Community 

Garden/West Sayville 

People buy into the 

CSA as a part of the 

community garden to 

obtain their own plots 

where they will grow 

crops and or receive a 

share of the crops grown 

in the garden.  
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Site Information 2.3 

Quantitative Inventory:  

• Trees/Shrubs –  

o Numerous conifers and deciduous trees on the site. 

O 30ft Blue Spruce 

o Five 30+ft Norway Maples 

o Large Arborvitae used as hedging 

o One 30ft Red Maple 

• Vegetation –  

o Native plants around marine museum 

• Structures – 

o Greenhouse (93ft x 60ft) 

o 2 Round Gazebos (46ft) 

o 2 Boat houses (45ft x 32ft) (48ft x 27ft) 

o Shed (27ft x 32ft) 

o 3 Open overhead storage areas (53ft x 22ft) (81ft x 27ft) (53ft x 22ft) 

o Wooden dock area 

• Pavement –  

o Tennis courts (240ft x 122ft) 

o Asphalt parking lot (353ft x 189ft) (427ft x 120ft) (489ft x 15ft) (792ft x 

15ft) 

• Soil conditions –  

o Soil on site is very compacted and seems to have poor drainage.  
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Image 1: Entire 64 Acres in West Sayville. Image 2: Marked area where project will be on site. Image 1 & 2 Source: 

Google Earth Pro 
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Qualitative Analysis: 

• Trees/Shrubs –  

• Existing trees and shrubs will need to be removed. Salt tolerant trees can be 

introduced as a screen in some areas to create privacy and closed areas. 

Other trees can be added for shade as well.  

• Vegetation – 

• Existing native plants can remain on site, and more native salt tolerant and 

water tolerant plants can be introduced to the site. Rain gardens will be 

developed and situated on-site to create stormwater and flooding barriers. 

All vegetation needs to be able to survive in salty wet soil and be able to be 

tolerant to storm conditions.  

• Structures –  

• The existing greenhouse can remain on site and be used for propagation in 

the community garden. It will need to be reinforced and maybe lifted to 

become a sustainable addition and be able to sustain storm forces. The 

round gazebos can also remain on site to provide an area for the community 

to gather and hangout when shopping for vegetables or tending to the 

garden. Plantings around the gazebos can incorporate sustainable practices 

and help retain stormwater. The boat houses can remain on site but will 

need to be revitalized and renovated to become more sustainable for the 

area they are in. Plantings around the boat houses can be incorporated to 

reduce possible flooding and drainage features will need to be introduced. 

The sheds and storage areas can remain on site to house tools for the 
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Image of grounds close to water on site. Image Source: Google Images 

community garden, the sheds and storage areas can be renovated to become 

more sustainable. The dock area will need to be renovated as it is old and 

run down, it can become a sustainable part of the site and be rebuilt using 

reclaimed wood from the site.  

• Pavement –  

o The tennis court is impermeable asphalt and offers no drainage. It looks like 

water pools on the courts. This court can be removed from the site and the space 

can be utilized for the community garden.  

O All parking lot and road structures are impermeable asphalt. The parking 

lots and road structures can all be replaced with permeable pavers and permeable 

asphalt. The parking lots look like they drain to areas in the corners but not fully. 

Water pools on these pavement areas.  

• Soil conditions –  

o All soil on the site will be aerated, tilled, and have amendments added to it. The 

drainage on site is not effective due to compaction, and poor soil type. The soil 

in the area for the community garden will be fixed and amended. 
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Image of greenhouse located on site in West Sayville. Image Source: https://patch.com/new-york/sayville/project-grow-

in-full-bloom 

https://patch.com/new-york/sayville/project-grow-in-full-bloom
https://patch.com/new-york/sayville/project-grow-in-full-bloom
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Image of site where community garden will be located. Image Source: Google Maps 

 
Image of greenhouse located on site in West Sayville. Image Source: https://patch.com/new-york/sayville/project-grow-

in-full-bloom 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://patch.com/new-york/sayville/project-grow-in-full-bloom
https://patch.com/new-york/sayville/project-grow-in-full-bloom
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Image of site where community garden will be located. Image Source: Google Maps 

 

Image of site where community garden will be located. Image Source: Google Maps 
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Case Studies 3.1 

Case Study 1:  

  From 2010 to 2011 the community of Glenfair in East Portland, Oregon did a 

project on a community garden in a watershed area. Members of the Glenfield church 

wanted to turn an unused portion of the church land into a community garden to supply the 

residents with fresh produce and connect neighbors. They wanted to create stronger 

community ties while offering plots to families in the community. The project was in an 

area that was comprised of compacted soil that did not absorb stormwater runoff 

adequately. They implemented the use of native plantings and rain gardens to mitigate the 

stormwater runoff and absorb most of it. This project was successful in managing storm 

water naturally, while keeping public health in mind. Additionally, they reduced flooding, 

erosion, and are adding wildlife habitats to an urban environment (Glenfair Community 

Garden, n.d.).  

Summary: This case study relates to the project at the West Sayville property 

because there are similar stormwater runoff issues. Amending the soil is a very important 

process to consider. By utilizing rain gardens and native plantings stormwater drainage 

problems and runoff problems can be resolved around the community garden. 

Additionally, the preservation of the wetland is being considered. By adding natural 

habitats for wildlife and insects we are creating more diversity among pollinators in the 

area. Gardens can benefit from diverse pollinators to aid in the cross pollination of certain 

plants, such as blueberries. At the garden in Portland specifically there is 14 neighborhood 

family lots, and 300 pounds of food was donated to a local food bank the first year the 

community garden opened (Glenfair Community Garden, n.d.).  
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Image Source: https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bes/article/449777 
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Image Source: https://www.portlandoregon.gov/parks/39846 

Case Study 2:  

  Sustainable community development is becoming more and more important to 

residents in the past years. In a case study done in 2009 the goal was to foster 

revitalization in the community through floral and vegetable gardens. The study focused 

on bringing the community together and teaching them about sustainable practices and 

why it’s important to follow them.  

Summary: This case study relates to the project at the West Sayville property 

because getting community involvement in a CSA is crucial and educating the community 

about sustainable practices is one of the goals for this project. The project in West Sayville 

will utilize sustainable practices for more efficient energy conservation methods.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.portlandoregon.gov/parks/39846
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Case Study 3:  

  When flooding occurs and stormwater comes rushing in it will sit around if the 

infiltration rates of the soil are subpar. If stormwater becomes stagnant it will be hard for 

anything to grow on site. In New York City 140 million gallons of stormwater do not enter 

NYC’s waterways because of established community gardens (NYCCGC, 2016).  This 

case study focused mainly on the absorption rate of stormwater in community gardens 

around the city. These community gardens have improved the infiltration rate of soil by a 

factor of 10.5 (NYCCGC, 2016). The project was successful in mitigating the stormwater 

infiltration rates around the city. Thanks to community gardens located all over 

Manhattan, Queens, Brooklyn, and the Bronx more stormwater is being filtered and 

cleaned before running off. Additionally, this study found that by creating community 

gardens they were able to foster more community involvement in cleaning up the area 

around the community garden.  

Summary: This case study relates to the project at the West Sayville property 

because stormwater absorption rates are going to be an important factor considered on this 

site. In this case study they used composted-amended raised beds. The use of compost in a 

garden can double infiltration rates and help to aid with absorption of stormwater 

(NYCCGC, 2016). This case study helps to show the importance of community gardens 

and how a city can benefit immensely from them. The community gardens are an 

important part of the city’s infrastructure to stop sewage and pollutant runoff into 

waterways. This is also an important theme in this project because the site is directly next 

to a DEC Wetland.  
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Image Source: https://www1.nyc.gov/site/foodpolicy/help/urban-growing-and-gardening.page 

 

 

 

 

https://www1.nyc.gov/site/foodpolicy/help/urban-growing-and-gardening.page
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Image Source: https://www.nyrp.org/about/where-we-work/gardens/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.nyrp.org/about/where-we-work/gardens/
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Historical Context 3.2 

  Community gardens are a new practice in the United States within the past 100 

years and are becoming more and more popular in recent decades. There are many benefits 

from community gardening, not just getting fresh produce locally but creating a strong tie 

to the community and building community practices together. Community gardens can 

serve as a place for people to become educated on food while enjoying the availability of 

crops right in their backyards. 

1890 – First community gardens formed in vacant lots during the economic recession in 

the United States.  

1893 – “Detroit was the first city in the United States to create an extensive municipally 

sponsored urban gardening program using vacant lots in the city” (“Vacant Lot Gardens : 

Grown from the Past”, n.d.). 

1904 – “Philadelphia Vacant Lots Cultivation Association” was established, which was a 

similar program to the Detroit program. Providing plots of land, tools, seeds, and 

instructions on gardening.  

1906 – “School Gardens” were created. These were basically community gardens on 

school grounds focused at children that were immigrants or who came from lower income 

families. They educated the children on the use of gardening, teaching responsibility and 

connecting them with nature. 

1917 – The United States entered World War 1 and the need for food blossomed. The 

national War Garden Commission was created and called on people to create “Liberty 

Gardens” or “War Gardens” to help supplement their need for domestic foods. 3,500,000 

War Gardens in 1917 alone.  
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1930 – Subsistence gardens in America were created because of the lack of food, many 

were supported through partnerships with government municipalities and community 

organizations (“Thrift Gardens : Grown from the Past”, n.d.).  

1941 – WWII incited the rise of “Victory Gardens”, even though these gardens had 

backlash from the government because they felt mass agriculture was doing a fine job, 18-

20 million families with gardens were providing 40% of the vegetables in America 

(“Victory Gardens : Grown from the Past”, n.d.). 

1960-1970 – Grassroots organizations built community gardens in urban neighborhoods 

that were falling into poverty due to disinvestment, they hoped to revitalize these 

neighborhoods (“Environmental Action and Urban Revitalization : Grown from the Past”, 

n.d.).  

West Sayville Brief History 

“Earliest known inhabitants of Sayville were the Secatogue tribe of the Algonquian 

peoples” (Antonio, 2010). 

“Town’s first settler John Edwards moved into the area in 1761” (New York Times, 1985). 

“Sayville became important mainly for its timber and oysters” (Antonio, 2010). 

1938 – hurricane destroyed half the oyster crop in Sayville (Antonio, 2010). 

1968 – West Sayville golf course opens (Antonio, 2010). 
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Major Project Elements 3.3 

  The major project elements include constructing a garden that is not only 

sustainable but can also mitigate the excess stormwater and coastal flooding. Some major 

project elements that need to be focused on are drainage, buildings, planters/planting beds, 

rain gardens, gathering areas, parking and sustainable energy systems.  

  All the buildings on site for the project will have a sustainable energy source, 

including solar panels, wind energy or water cistern energy. The greenhouse on the site 

already is a major project element because it is already built there. It will be renovated and 

fashioned with the latest energy sustainable features. The parking site is already available 

but will be redesigned using permeable pavers and permeable asphalt. There is a large 

open field close by to the community garden with gazebos and benches already installed 

this is a place for anyone to gather afterwards and hangout at to eat. The main elements 

that help mitigate stormwater and flooding are the rain gardens and native plantings. These 

plantings are situated and designed so they can absorb most if not all the flood water and 

storm water. Bioswales are also incorporated into the design to slow down the movement 

of water through the area, as well as cleaning it before it gets deposited. This is important 

as it will be the basis of how the community garden is built. Utilizing raised beds and other 

specific styles of planting beds in the community garden for storm water management is 

crucial.  
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Examples of bioswales used in the watershed project for stormwater runoff. Image Source: 

http://thewatershedproject.org/rain-gardens-bioswales/  

 

 

 

 

 

http://thewatershedproject.org/rain-gardens-bioswales/
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Image 1 – Permeable asphalt; Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_-5S9LIyYvQ 
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Image 2 – Permeable pavers; Source: Tim. (2016, December 29). Permeable Pavers? Retrieved from 

https://www.rockstarstoneworks.com/june-21-2011-7. 
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Image 1 – Raised bed design; Source: Dvorak, T. (n.d.). How to Build Raised Garden Beds. Retrieved from 

https://www.familyhandyman.com/garden-structures/how-to-build-raised-garden-beds/. 
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Image 2 – Raised bed design; Source: 4, N., BobM, Pnwres, EKG1, SueK, & CDogg. (2018, June 27). VegTrug™ Raised Bed 

Planter, Medium. Retrieved from https://www.williams-sonoma.com/products/vegtrug-raised-bed-medium/. 

 

 

Image 1 – Raingarden example; Source: Leigh, K. (2017, December 3). Stormwater Management. Retrieved from 

https://verderiver.org/stormwater-management/. 
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Capstone Goals 3.4 

 The use of mostly native plants on the site of the community garden, and 

surrounding areas, including parking lot, seating area, and entrance.  

 Achieving proper drainage and stormwater collection on the site, and stormwater 

recycling for use in cleaning tools and washing other related things on site.  

 Utilizing the greenhouse during seasonal change and off season to create an indoor 

space for the community garden. 

 Implementing rotating beds in the community garden to implement contemporary 

methods of gardening.  

 Having a multitude of crops in the community garden and not following strict 

policies on what exactly can be grown in your plot as far as food production goes. 

 Making a site that is ADA compliant so people with disabilities can access the 

community garden at their leisure. 

 Creating a site that can withstand at least 6 feet of flooding with saltwater and 

regular stormwater while utilizing sustainable practices for energy conservation. 

 Establishing rules on how many people can comfortably use the CSA for most 

effective cost and food production.  

 Creating educational awareness for the community including school groups and 

surrounding areas and to be able to attend workshops at the community garden.  
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Programmatic Requirements 3.5 

➢ 130,000 sq./ft plot located in West Sayville, Long Island.  

➢ 30-40 CSA Families 

➢ 24 Hour access for people who bought into the CSA, for four season use.  

➢ Parking lot parallel to community garden, and pathways from parking lot to 

community garden. 

➢ Pathways connect community garden to parking lot, seating areas, and the road. 

➢ Shade structures implemented near seating areas. 

➢ Cleaning stations implemented inside community garden area. 

➢ Seating for 20+ people to eat, relax, and wait implemented in the seating area 

available for the community garden. 

➢ # of parking stalls TBD 

➢ ADA parking stalls TBD 

➢ Water sources TBD 

➢ Turning radius for trucks TBD 

➢ Lighting for nighttime use and events TBD 

➢ How many people can use the site TBD 
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Personal Identification and Previous Experience  

 

Image Retrieved from John Auwaerter 

Email: Buncj@farmingdale.edu 

Hometown: East Northport, New York 

Fall 2017 – HOR127 – Horticulture Seminar, Dr. Garret Beier 

Fall 2017 – HOR131 – Landscape Drafting I, Professor Stevie Famulari 

Fall 2017 – HOR211 – Woody Plants I, Dr. Johnathan Lehrer 

Spring 2018 – HOR112 – Soils: The Foundation of Life, Dr. Nick Menchyk 

Spring 2018 – HOR212 – Woody Plants II, Dr. Johnathan Lehrer 

Spring 2018 – HOR133 – Landscape Drafting II, Professor Stevie Famulari 

Spring 2018 – HOR371 – Landscape CAD I, Professor Stevie Famulari 

Fall 2018 – HOR110 – Horticulture I, Dr. Garret Beier 

Fall 2018 – HOR340 – The Sustainable Garden, Professor Michael Veracka 

mailto:Buncj@farmingdale.edu
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Fall 2018 – HOR207 – Landscape Plans I, Professor Michael Veracka 

Fall 2018 – HOR228 – Urban Forestry, Professor Adriana Jacykewycz 

Spring 2019 – HOR11 – Horticulture II: Growth & Development, Dr. Garret Beier 

Spring 2019 – HOR204 – Herbaceous Plants II, Dr. Garret Beier 

Spring 2019 – HOR220 – Landscape Plans II, Professor Michael Veracka 

Spring 2019 – HOR372 – Site Engineering I, Professor Rusty Schmidt 

Fall 2019 – HOR320 – Public Garden Management, Professor Susan Lacerte 

Fall 2019 – HOR219 – Landscape Construction, Professor Michael Veracka 

Fall 2019 – HOR223 – Floral Design I, Professor Debbie Cassidy 

Fall 2019 – BIO335 – Plant Systematics, Dr. Eric Morgan 

Fall 2019 – HOR474 – Capstone Prep, Professor Stevie Famulari 

Spring 2020 – BIO192 – Botany, Dr. Eric Morgan 

Spring 2020 – HOR474 – Capstone, Professor Stevie Famulari 

Spring 2020 – HOR370 – Landscape Professional Practices, Professor Michael Veracka 

Spring 2020 – HOR315 – Plants and Society, Dr. Nick Menchyk 
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